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ABSTRACT Might a rapprochement be desirable and possible between the more
academic and the more activist wings of STS? What can each learn from the other? A
promising trajectory for this purpose may be to reinterpret and extend research in
the constructivist tradition, building on recent work that appears to constitute the
beginnings of a reconstructivist scholarly tradition.
Some of the necessary work would be explicitly prescriptive: given that
technology and society are mutually and reciprocally constructing, how should
technologies be constructed, which social groups deserve inclusion in which
processes, and how should closure be reached? But other issues might be taken up by
scholars motivated exclusively by curiosity, or by the intention of building a subfield:
what factors slow or prevent the emergence of entire subfields of technoscientific
endeavour, as arguably has occurred with ‘green chemistry’, ‘alternative health’, and
alternatives to weaponry-oriented national defence?
Our intention is not to prescribe, but to help catalyse a next round of friendly
discussion in STS about these and related matters, encouraging greater reflexivity of
the field as a whole.
Keywords democracy, lay audiences, non-decisions, reflexivity, reward system,
thoughtful partisanship, undone science
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There is a long history in STS of politically engaged scholarship, as
indicated by the Carson Prize and by networks of scholars and students
with activist leanings (for example, the Dutch science shops). A growing
number in STS have been finding ways to express their social values or
policy concerns while working in accord with the conceptual developments
of the laboratory, controversy, actor-network and other science studies of
the 1970s and 1980s. Such work might be termed ‘reconstructivist’, in the
sense that research assumes that technoscience is contingent and socially
negotiated – and goes on to tackle the problems of how to reconstruct
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technoscience to promote a more democratic, environmentally sustainable,
socially just, or otherwise preferable civilization.1 European scholarship on
‘constructive technology assessment’ is an example of this trend.2 This sort
of research rarely, if ever, is ‘anti-science’ or ‘anti-technology’, of course,
but works on the difficult issue of selecting which scientific research
programmes, technology designs, and related social processes deserve
greater or lesser public support or intellectual attention.
If we are right in thinking that there is a trend toward work that is more
openly normative, prescriptive, or activist, then it may be even more
important than heretofore to inquire into how such scholarship can be
conducted so as to combine the goals of practical utility and scholarly
excellence.3 In earlier writings, we each have grappled with aspects of the
challenge, and this essay emerges from a series of discussions among the
authors aimed at developing common ground.4 Recognizing that many
others likewise have been thinking about the topic, we intend the analysis
and recommendations here to be an invitation to ongoing conversation
rather than a programmatic statement.5 Moreover, rather than contributing to an ongoing divide in the field between research that aims to be
politically neutral and research that is more politically engaged, we instead
suggest how scholars who define themselves as advocates can interact
productively with scholars motivated more by intellectual curiosity, by
(inter)disciplinary priorities, and by other equally legitimate purposes.6
How can many different types of scholars collaboratively extend the field to
focus systematically on barriers and prospects for constructing technologies ‘better’?
One way to express the rationale for a new emphasis in STS is Patrick
Hamlett’s observation that it is a rather ‘small step from asserting that
technologies are socially constructed (or that technology and society are
mutually and reciprocally constructed) to asking more normative
questions:
How should technologies be constructed?
Which ‘relevant social groups’ ought to be included in the process?
Are there morally preferable ways for the creation of technological
frames?
How should interpretive flexibility come to closure?
When and how should closure be re-opened?’7
Because all inquiries and knowledge claims occur in social contexts by
persons with cognitive, emotional, interpersonal, and other commitments,
biases, and ideologies, all research can, of course, be said to have a
normative component.8 But we use the term more specifically to denote
scholars’ relatively deliberate efforts to structure inquiry, description, and
explanation to serve social purposes. Normative research in this sense takes
a number of forms, but often is critical in documenting and condemning
perceived failures, or prescriptive in proposing alternatives.
By the term ‘activism’, we refer to a range of methods used by groups
with relatively little institutional power attempting to influence opinion,
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policy or practice toward democratic and other normative ends described
below.9 Although we certainly value efforts to understand the power and
growth of political forces working contrary to the aims of democratic
political theory, we assume that STS scholars are not likely to be advocating such causes. In any case, our interest in ‘activism’ is restricted to
intellectual and practical activities in keeping with democratic theory and
practice.10
Defining reconstructivist STS is a task that belongs partly to subsequent inquiries, discussions and negotiations among relevant scholars.
Roughly and provisionally, however, we use the term to denote a wide
domain of scholarship that is normative in orientation and activist in
sympathies. Our own ideological commitments include improving/extending democracy, environmental sustainability, and social justice, with particular attention to how these concerns play out across divisions of race, class,
gender, sexuality, ethnicity, and nation-states. But there obviously will be
conflicts among these ‘goods’, and various scholars presumably will emphasize different goals; so reconstructivism probably should be defined not
by any particular agenda, but by the more general intention of conducting
forefront scholarship aimed in part at helping to inform and deepen public
inquiries, deliberations and negotiations concerning the democratic shaping and reshaping of technologies.
We begin the analysis by reviewing some of the ways STS scholars have
articulated their research with their normative commitments. We then turn
to the issue of research agendas, and examine how the choice of problems
to study influences the likely uses of the resulting research; even where
there is no overt partisanship, we argue that the choice of topic or approach
can make the work more relevant to activists. Next we look at the challenge
facing would-be activist scholars in setting research priorities, illustrated by
the issue of how to study non-decisions as well as active controversies,
including ‘undone science’ – scientific research areas of social relevance
that are understudied, often because there is no group with both money
and interest in them. We purposely leave until later in the paper several
more theoretical issues, including the possibility of extending the practice
of reflexivity from a task for individual researchers to one for the field as a
social entity.11

Thoughtful Partisanship in STS
The sociology of scientific knowledge, actor-network theory, and other
schools of thought we collectively refer to as ‘constructivist’, have made
crucial contributions to the development of STS as a discipline, and have
helped activist and avowedly neutral scholars alike to think in conceptually
deeper ways. Concepts such as ‘interpretive flexibility’, ‘closure’, ‘enrollment’, ‘reflexivity’, ‘interests’, ‘obligatory points of passage’, ‘sociotechnical networks’, ‘boundary objects’, ‘modalities’ and ‘capturing’ can be as
helpful for normatively oriented, activist scholarship as for more purely
intellectual purposes. Yet too rarely is there extended and professionally
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sophisticated discussion within STS of the variety of ways in which these
and other concepts can be brought to bear by activist scholars seeking to
conduct forefront scholarship. We see a continuum of approaches potentially combining constructivist concepts with activist intentions, and we
assume it would be helpful to discuss the available alternatives with
research students so they can make thoughtful and informed choices as
they pursue dissertations and other research.
At one end of the spectrum is a subtly normative approach in the
sociology of scientific knowledge tradition that explores technoscientific
controversies and policy-making so as to demystify the rhetoric of ‘good
science’. An example is Gary Edmond and David Mercer’s study of the
Bendectin mass toxic tort litigation, which not only debunks standard
accounts of the controversy based on naı̈ve conceptions of ‘good science’,
but goes on to explain: ‘The primacy of epidemiology was the achievement
of lawyers, scientists and judges interacting in a law–science lifeworld’ –
and so would be any alternative legal standard. This simple insight,
unavoidable for any STS scholar incorporating constructivist concepts, is
so powerful that the authors need not support, oppose, or prescribe
anything to have a political effect (if their ideas become known), because
their way of thinking about the matter . . .
. . . undermines the basis for many proposed solutions to the ‘problems’
surrounding toxic tort litigation, and law–science interactions more generally . . . [including p]roposals such as delimiting the rôle of juries,
greater judicial surveillance of science via stricter rules for the admissibility of scientific evidence, neutral experts and expert panels . . .12

A second approach on the non-radical end of the activist spectrum
allows an author to offer policy recommendations that fit within mainstream practices, practices that would be approved by just about any
thoughtful person who believes in fair play. Thus, Steven Yearley concluded
on the basis of his research on computer modelling that . . .
. . . to build robust and legitimate models, public bodies will need to
devise methods of consultation and participation not only when the model
is running but also in setting out the objectives and parameters of the
model in its earliest stages.13

Given the extent to which experts presently dominate computer modelling
(and many other aspects of technoscience), recommendations such as this
one are by no means tepid and useless, even if they are not (or should not
be) terribly controversial. There is considerable opportunity, we believe,
for science studies scholars who mostly pursue their own academicdisciplinary inquiries to move temporarily to this type of normative stance,
as when their research reveals a situation where conventional expectations
are egregiously violated (for instance, providing at least minimal consultation for affected stakeholders).
Is prescription of this sort a prerequisite for ‘useful’ research? Must a
scholar believe that he or she has the answer in order to function as a
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change agent? Clearly not.14 In the introduction to their co-edited book,
Cyborgs and Citadels, Gary Downey and Joseph Dumit argue that an
intervener is not the leader and definer of a movement for change, but
rather a catalyst for a process: s/he can bring together multiple constituencies that, once catalysed, move in their own self-organizing dynamics that change the researcher as well.15 Reflecting on political experience, even in university committees, we all know that myriad participants
interact – and we know that policy normally evolves through this interaction, rather than being conceptualized primarily by one or more masterminds who show the way via analysis.16
A related version of the modest scholar-activist is found in participatory action research (PAR), which aims to produce rigorous analysis
arising from the projects of citizens and activists.17 Intending to enrich the
general fund of science as well as popular wisdom, an ongoing question for
action research is how to link researchers’ pursuit and accumulation of
knowledge with grassroots action for social change. PAR shows promise as
a method to connect grassroots struggles and the resources of STS
scholars, but it is relatively rare in STS scholarship. One example from our
work is Steve Breyman’s analysis of his campus greening and Green City
projects; another is Brian Martin’s documentation and intervention opposing suppression of dissent in science.18
Other examples of scholarly work that are openly partisan and clearly
intended to support or stimulate social action include Sharon Beder’s
research on the Sydney sewage system, which included revelations about
pollution cover-ups, aimed to challenge the sewage engineering establishment, and in practice helped to catalyse a major environmental mobilization.19 Todd Cherkasky studied the introduction of new technology in the
bread-making industry with the explicit aim of supporting trade unions in
developing strategies to protect workers’ jobs and enhance the quality of
working life.20 David Noble’s studies of the introduction of technology in
the workplace were designed to reveal the powerful and damaging impact
of capitalism on working life, and to support mobilization by workers.21
Richard Sclove analysed the connections between democracy and technology with the aim of encouraging greater citizen participation in technological decision-making.22
Why Partisanship?
Avowed partisanship may strike some intellectuals as posing a danger to
good scholarship. Because even some activist scholars do not have a fully
worked out rationale for their actions, one of the tasks of a reconstructivist
STS, in our eyes, is to take seriously as a matter of professional methodology the issue of whether and how partisanship makes sense as an
intellectual strategy in the service of usable knowledge. We can give only an
introduction to the matter here.23
Because the intelligence of democracy requires a relatively level playing
field for negotiations among diverse interests, and because contemporary
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negotiations typically are skewed by unequal access to finances, expertise
and other political resources, scholars who seek to improve social outcomes have a better chance of achieving their goal by taking one particular
stance: to counteract existing biases. That normally will require a shift not
merely from the university into the community, but a shift toward serving
those social interests now relatively disadvantaged in social negotiation.
Many environmental scientists, for example, have implicitly or explicitly
done this in challenging agribusiness interests regarding pesticides.24 Some
epidemiologists likewise have done pro bono work for communities affected
by cancer clusters in the Northeast, and in Louisiana’s cancer alley.25
More generally, David Dickson argues that:
The substance of a truly democratic strategy for science and science
policy would be . . . to confront the growing control of private interests
over all spheres of social life . . . [which] means changing the conditions of
access to the fruits of politically funded research so that those social
groups that lack the economic or political power currently required to
exploit such research are placed in position to do so.26

But would such deliberate tilting be justifiable as an across-the-board
strategy? Consider this reasoning: most professional experts outside universities now earn a living working for corporate executives – or for
government officials who tend to ally with business – who not infrequently
wish to deploy expertise for tasks partially in conflict with some goals of
workers, consumers, or those who seek to preserve the environment. It is
commonplace to read that:
Expertise has joined money as a major obstruction to democratic decision
making, and professionals have gained the high moral ground in claiming
legitimate authority.27

Frank Fischer refers to the interpenetration of technical expertise and
political-economic authority as ‘technocorporatism’,28 an alliance made
easier by the fact that many engineers and other technical professionals
tend to be ‘skeptical and even hostile toward politicians and political
institutions’.29
Government scientists sometimes challenge business-funded expertise,
of course, and businesses must serve customers well enough to make a
profit; but a wide array of social science literature suggests that problems
and perspectives of have-nots are under-represented among experts’ agendas.30 Hence, the concerns, ideas, and expertise of non-élites are less often
brought to bear on social problem-solving, and significant angles may be
neglected or under-emphasized, thereby reducing the overall intelligence of
political negotiation and economic action. Hazardous waste facilities have
been sited in a racist pattern, for example, partly because few experts took
it upon themselves explicitly to oppose such an outcome.31 Partisan
analysis on behalf of have-nots therefore could serve to reduce the imbalance in allocation of expertise, whereas adding yet another expert on
the side of already over-represented mainstream power-holders will rarely
catch important and otherwise neglected angles on a problem.
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Does this imply that more STS scholars than at present usefully could
adopt an approach toward the radical end of the activist continuum in at
least some of their work? So it seems to us; but, to reiterate, we recognize
that our approach to scholarship is one among many legitimate alternatives, and we recognize as well that there is no neat dividing line where
disciplinary- or curiosity-driven research leaves off and normative-activist
research begins. We acknowledge, furthermore, that different costs and
benefits accompany various approaches, and we seek mainly to urge
members of the field to take seriously the task of deciding when and how to
engage in thoughtfully partisan scholarship.32

Research Agendas
Closely connected with the choice regarding partisanship is one of the
basic questions every scholar faces – ‘What topic deserves my attention?’
This applies especially to activist-oriented scholars, because the agenda
from an activist viewpoint ought not to look the same as it does from the
mainstream of the field. For example, military technology obviously could
be a fertile ground for STS research, yet aside from Donald MacKenzie’s
longstanding interest in the subject, and the more recent thinking of a few
others,33 STS research has never been strong on weaponry technologies, or
on the military as a technological organization.34 Much of the best research
on weaponry technology has come from political scientists and sociologists
who do not self-define as ‘STS’, such as Chris Demchak’s study of how the
modern battle tank introduced unanticipated organizational change into
the military, leading to unanticipated and undesired changes in strategy
and tactics.35 In the post-Cold War era, the silence on military matters
among STS scholars is deafening, despite the fact that the US military is
‘now the busiest army in the world, with operations up more than 300%
since the end of the Cold War’.36
Another area of understudied research involves science and technology
problems related to excluded groups. Whereas there is a substantial and
growing literature on gender and feminist STS, catalysed in part by the
development of Women’s Studies, there is much less STS work on heterosexism and racism, although recent 4S Meetings have had more panels in
those areas, due in part to cognizance being taken of Critical Race
Studies.37 Likewise, Wesley Shrum points out that research in lessdeveloped countries continues to be neglected by mainstream science and
technology studies: ‘In the past ten years’, he calculates, ‘only three of 366
published articles in Social Studies of Science and in Science, Technology, &
Human Values have dealt with agriculture in LDCs’.38
Opinions obviously will differ regarding the amount of attention
various topics deserve, and the above examples are intended merely to
suggest a prima facie case for mounting a sustained conversation among
activist-oriented STS scholars concerning research priorities. Other
scholars may benefit as well: whereas it may be defensible not to worry
about such issues if one’s conception of scholarship is to pursue whatever is
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congenial, even non-activist scholars who want to pursue research ‘important to the field’ probably need to participate in agenda-setting sessions, so as to have some basis for deciding what is especially worthwhile.
Such a tack seems even more important for those of us interested in
learning how better to identify projects useful for activist purposes. At
present, most of us investigate our choice of research direction with
radically less sophistication and care than that with which we carry out the
project.
Non-Decisions And Undone Science
Consider one line of inquiry for which more deliberate agenda-setting
might be especially important. As well as focusing on how facts are
constructed, controversies resolved, networks built, boundaries negotiated,
and publics (mis)understood, would it also make sense for STS scholars to
analyse roads not considered, projects not begun, methods ignored or
dismissed out of hand, and technologies not explored systematically?39
Who is silenced or suppressed, directly and indirectly, by specific means as
well as by structural factors? Such an approach would require focusing on
non-decisions as well as decisions, on inaction as well as action, and on
inadequate or non-existent funding as well as on adequate or excessive
funding.40
No one well understands what such an agenda would look like, and we
raise the point more in the spirit of kicking off inquiry and debate than of
championing any particular direction. But one category worth considering
for higher priority might be termed ‘the problem of undone science’ – the
possibility of systematic distortion of a field’s (or even a society’s) total
research portfolio. Failure to do needed work might be caused by cultural
blinders, by exclusion of key stakeholders from science policy processes, or
by the dynamics of momentum and lock-in.41 Analysis of such problems
obviously would draw on the insights of knowledge-making as a socially
shaped process, but also would move to another level of analysis: whereas
social constructivist accounts usually focus on the micro processes whereby
individual observations are transformed into generally accepted knowledge, the problem of undone science also would consider the processes by
which research fields and topics are selected.42
Of course, no one has a felicific calculus for the ‘correct’ balance of
goals that ought to guide R&D endeavours, so it never would be possible to
argue conclusively in alleging ‘imbalance’.43 Activist-oriented scholars
nevertheless can proceed plausibly to analyse situations where they believe
commercial concerns are getting disproportionate weight, or where historically privileged groups appear still to be receiving unwarranted treatment
– as in international trade regimes tilted toward affluent nations, or in
product innovation attentive more to the wants of the rich than to the
needs of the poor. Choosing to embark on research of this sort obviously
requires partisan judgements that are bound to be highly contestable, but
even standard, curiosity-driven academic research agendas tend to be set
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more on the basis of personal judgement than on well-established, powerful methods of the sort that sometimes characterize the conduct of research. If potentially flawed judgements thus are required to embark on
any sort of STS research, activist-oriented researchers may be in no worse
position than is any other type of scholar.
In some respects, the activist actually may have it easier, because
patterns in the world sometimes stand out so starkly as to be a more reliable
guide than is ratiocination or discipline-oriented cue-taking. Thus, as
Daniel Sarewitz puts it, one of the most important questions facing science
policy-makers is ‘the preposterous mismatch between the R&D agenda of
the North and the development priorities of the South’.44 Whereas academic science studies scholarship might have a hard time ‘seeing’ this
phenomenon from a position within high-tech scientific laboratories and
networks, an activist scholar could hardly fail to notice the ‘preposterous
mismatch’ Sarewitz discusses. Raising such issues credibly, even where
there are plausible alternative interpretations more favourable to the status
quo, can help deepen thinking and debate on basic research and other
aspects of innovation. Consider three examples of undone science.
Green Chemistry How might historians, philosophers, sociologists, and
others who study chemistry and chemical engineering, modify their scholarly foci if they adopted activist-oriented postures? One possibility is that
they would begin to interrogate chemists and chemical engineers about
how their endeavours could have been approached differently (or henceforth could be approached differently). Not far down this line of investigation it would become apparent that what we think of as ‘chemistry’ actually
is one variant within a family of chemistries: 20th-century ‘brown’ chemistry appears to have been shaped more by economic and other practical
contextual forces than from anything inherent in the structure of matter.
An increasing number of chemical researchers are now saying that it is
scientifically and technically possible to reconstruct a ‘greener’ chemistry
and chemical engineering.45
One aspect involves modifying industrial processes to replace hazardous solvents (such as toluene) with innocuous ones (such as water and
ethyl lactate). Alternative synthesis pathways often are available, such as a
recent reconfiguration of the Ibuprofen (AdvilTM) production process to
avoid creating formaldehyde and cyanide as production intermediates.
Envisioning and creating safer final products is a third major component of
the possible endeavour, as in switching from PERC-based dry cleaning to
supercritical carbon dioxide.46
The greening of the chemical industry is proceeding more slowly than
is technically and financially feasible, in part because virtually no one
outside a tiny green chemistry community knows about the potentials.
Chemical R&D agendas have left important questions under-attended, in
part because of the structure of the agenda-setting process and because
social researchers have failed to call attention to imbalances, omissions,
and partisan biasing of research.47 Fewer historians of technology focus on
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chemistry than on other sciences, for example, and virtually no social
scientists cover mid- and late-20th-century chemistry.
Alternative Health Thanks in part to predominance of industry funding,
research on the health risks posed by organic chemicals is surprisingly
sparse, particularly research examining interactions among environmental
pollutants, diet, human hormones, and hormone-mimicking chemicals.
For treatment, patients often learn the disheartening news that conventional therapies offer high toxicities (especially radiation therapy and
chemotherapy) and only moderate chances of long-term (10-year) survival
for many cancers. Yet complementary and alternative medicine (CAM)
receives no more than token funding, so understanding is limited regarding
such treatment methods as high-dose supplements, botanicals, off-book
uses of conventional drugs, and mind-body therapies.
Basic research for chronic disease treatment arguably should be oriented more toward interactions that include environment and lifestyle, and
toward reversibility of gene expression. This set of research priorities would
lead to the development of research fields that have been systematically
underfunded and unconnected, in part because industrial interests favour,
on both the aetiology and treatment sides, an approach to cancer as
nonreversible genetic damage. For example, no one presently has adequate
data showing whether diets high in organic vegetables and whole grains
enhance ongoing detoxification processes, as well as tumour control and
debulking – but a great many people need to know, and we suggest that part
of the job of activist-oriented scholarship is to analyse and publicize about
such disjunctures between knowledge needed and knowledge supplied.48
Nonviolent Action Military funding and incentives have long played a large
rôle in providing direction for R&D in fields such as microelectronics,
oceanography, aeronautics and psychology. While there has been some
study of the rôle of the military in driving science and technology, arguably
this has not been commensurate with the importance of this area. Our
concern here, though, is with R&D that is not being done due to the
standard assumption that ‘defence’ means ‘military defence’.
Possible directions for STS analysts looking at alternatives to military
defence include arms control and monitoring, diplomacy, conflict resolution, and various methods of challenging the driving forces underlying
militarism and war, including the rôle of the state system, military industries and patriarchy. One little-known alternative to military defence,
called ‘nonviolent defence’, ‘social defence’ or ‘civilian-based defence’, is
based on nonviolent action, including non-cooperation, rallies, strikes,
boycotts and sit-ins.49 Appropriate science and technology also would be
advantageous, including networked communication systems that could not
easily be shut down by a state aggressor or by terrorists. Similarly, resilient
agricultural, energy, transport and medical systems would require substantial new research and experimentation.50 The option of nonviolent
defence thus gives rise to quite a different agenda for R&D in terms of the
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fields emphasized, topics analysed, and even the research methods utilized.
That this idea may seem quaint or offbeat conceivably indicates how
thoroughly the dominant approach to defence has colonized the thinking,
not just of government officials and military officers, but even that of
otherwise thoughtful intellectuals.

Extending Reflexivity
Thinking more clearly about undone science is one aspect of the larger
challenge of extending reflexivity. Some constructivists, particularly Steve
Woolgar, have done a commendable job of calling the field’s attention to
the problem of how we think about our own predicaments as scholars
attempting to understand the world around us.51 If scientists and technologists think and act in socially constructed ways, and if STS scholars
likewise behave largely in accord with the norms and other social influences through which we are socialized and cued, then how can we position
ourselves so as to take this reality into account without being paralysed? In
developing approaches to activist-oriented scholarship, it would be foolish
to throw away the insights purchased through this tradition of thought. We
suggest that the reflexivist project actually be extended and given greater
attention in STS, but in so doing some of its original motivations and
approaches may need to be re-examined.
The move that we suggest, a move that seems already to be underway,
is to devote more sustained and more professional energy to asking
ourselves and each other: for whom should we work? If knowledge is
socially constructed, and if knowledge is a resource used differently by
various partisans in various social settings, does it still make sense to rely
on the traditional notion that ‘new knowledge’ – in the STS case, knowledge about the nature and dynamics of science and technology – is an
unproblematic good serving everyone more or less equally? Moreover,
inasmuch as there always are more research questions than time to study
them, it seems hard to miss the possibility of extending the individual-level
reflexivity of the 1980s to the field more generally: what social forces are
setting our collective agendas; is the agenda-setting process a laudable one;
and what plausible reconstructions of it might be worth examining?52
A criticism worth considering is the possibility that STS as a field of
inquiry has tended to reproduce the hierarchies of scientific research fields,
which in turn reflect the funding priorities of a political economy of science
heavily weighted toward research supported by military and industrial
sources. The hot areas of science and technology research tend to become
the hot areas of social analysis: information technology, molecular biology
and genomics, high-tech medicine, physics and applied physical sciences.
Is this merely good sense, or does it mean that STS becomes too much a
reflection, rather than an independent field? Among other concerns is the
possibility discussed above, that STS scholars will fail to investigate fundamental questions about undone science. Another worry is the considerable
time lag between initiation of social science scholarship and its slow
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diffusion via university training into a new generation’s usable knowledge;
a rapidly shifting research agenda focused on near-term hot topics may fail
to provide scholarship needed for the medium-term future.53
Because funding costs are often relatively low in the social sciences and
humanities, there is a real possibility that much of the research can be selffunded or funded through diverse sources that reduce direct control of the
sort exerted by industry and the military in the natural sciences. However,
because of the non-technical nature of the field, controversies over content
tend to be more readily open to direct political intervention from outside
sources. Thus, administrators may select against departments and researchers who directly confront university dependence on corporate patronage, especially if the critics use, for example, Marxist or feminist
frameworks of analysis. Such frameworks become labelled as ‘political’, as
if other ones are not (for example, functionalism or its structural successor
in the academy, apolitical versions of postmodernism).
The ambiguous position of STS departments and academics in technological universities, or even in schools of engineering, means that the
field as a whole is subjected to pressures that may tend to select for
members who do not confront the cosy relationships between off-campus
military-industrial sponsors and on-campus engineering and science laboratories. The question of reflexivity in STS is therefore a broad and deep
one, and, as Brian Wynne has clarified, there is no inherent reason why
reflexivity should be limited to the somewhat internalist formulation that
preoccupied early SSK discussions.54 It is equally or more important to
think reflexively about relations among STS, the technoscientists we study,
and the rest of society. Our sense is that STS is moving into a period where
diverse and multivalent reflexive analyses can include a more institutionally
and politically located reflexivity.
Making More of a Place for Reconstructive STS
We have no doubt that thoughtful partisanship and social activism can coexist peacefully and even fruitfully with more purely intellectual scholarship within STS. Yet this has not always been the experience, and to many
it has sometimes seemed that there are ‘two subcultures’ of the STS
interdiscipline.55 Steve Fuller spoke of the divide between the High Church
(a discipline-centred, scholarly STS) and the Low Church (an activistoriented STS rooted in the social movements of the 1960s).56 Brian
Martin lamented the ‘academization’ of the critique of science, as the new
approaches pushed politicized analysis characteristic of early critique to
the margins.57 Bruno Latour feared division into ‘an applied but soft
branch – STS – and a basic but isolated one – science studies’.58 Langdon
Winner suggested we converse amongst ourselves, not only about research agendas but also ‘about which ends, principles, and conditions
deserve . . . our commitment’.59 And Brian Martin argued for a return to
the days when STS scholars worked on projects with, alongside, and
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relevant to social movements, and to for them intervene as ‘open
partisans’ in scientific controversies.60
Soon, however, probing began of possibilities for middle paths. David
Hess suggested dialogue between the camps;61 Dick Pels recommended
weakly asymmetrical third positions that would be situated, partial and
committed in a knowledge-political sense;62 Evelleen Richards called for
contextualized and policy-relevant SSK analyses;63 Sheila Jasanoff suggested a reconceptualized symmetry principle and a move from SSK’s
restrictive controversy framework to one that explains the ‘co-production’
of science and society;64 and Sandra Harding and Donna Haraway drew on
constructivist concepts but reoriented them to postcolonial, feminist and
antiracist scholarship.65 Although divisions remain, and some thoughtful
scholars continue to view partisan research as a meritorious ‘futile gesture’,66 we are optimistic about the potential melding of constructivist
insights with activist-reconstructivist agendas.
We advocate this inclusive position partly because of the costs of
infighting within the small STS community, but even more because it has
become apparent that explicit partisanship is not a prerequisite for STS
scholarship to be relevant to activists, as shown by the examples given
earlier. Indeed, whereas it once seemed at least halfway plausible that ‘the
only policy advice [a constructivist] can give is to improve one’s use of the
rhetoric of science and technology to persuade others of one’s point of view
and to build cohesive social networks’,67 it has become clear that creative
constructivists of diverse ideologies actually can illuminate socially important scientific and technological issues using many different methodologies. We are, of course, among those who will prefer directly to challenge problematic technologies, provide analytic assistance and credibility
on behalf of often forgotten voices, and articulate alternatives. There
always is a risk that such advocacy may be done poorly, of course, just as
any kind of analysis may be done poorly. But even many economists,
practising that most ‘scientific’ of social sciences, sometimes function as
advocates (especially of efficient allocation of scarce resources). So it is
reasonable to suppose that sufficiently skilled and otherwise ‘appropriate’
advocacy may fit into STS, along with less avowedly partisan approaches
that begin with symmetry and impartiality as methodological heuristics.
Who Is the Audience?
Activist researchers also face the difficult question of audience: write for
one’s disciplinary peers, for activist colleagues, or for a more general
public? As Steven Epstein has demonstrated, larger social movements tend
to undergo an ‘expertification’ process such that some activists and staff
members become sufficiently knowledgeable that they become able to
absorb scholarly research and put it to use as part of the movement’s
activities.68 However, scholarship written too much for a lay public or for
non-expert segments of a social movement will tend to be ignored in
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scholarly circles. For example, Margaret Wooddell and David Hess’s collections of interviews with women cancer patients, and Hess’s interviews
with men and women cancer activists, were written for patients and
clinicians in the complementary and alternative cancer therapy movement.69 Although that work has circulated in various activist workshops
and grassroots networks circles, alternative provider offices and movement
organizations, and although it has received press coverage as well as
interest from government officials, the work has been virtually ignored in
STS circles. Scholars thus sometimes (or often) face a trade-off between
being rewarded by academic peers and contributing to a better world.
One way of meeting both types of audiences is to publish for one’s
peers and then translate the ideas for a more general public or for activist
audiences. For example, New Scientist and Technology Review regularly
cover STS issues, although both these high-circulation magazines in recent
years appear to have become less receptive to critical social analysis of
science and technology. Other publications open to STS perspectives
include IEEE Technology and Society Magazine and equivalent journals
designed for social commentary, general interest magazines such as The
Atlantic (which recently featured an article by two science policy scholars
criticizing climate warming research),70 newsletters of activist organizations, and web sites.
Regrettably, graduate training does little to prepare students for writing for popular audiences. Nor do 4S and EASST conferences do much to
assist members of the field in deciding whether it makes sense to aim for
occasional publications of such a nature. We believe that learning to convey
complex ideas in a simpler way can actually be a great asset for clearer and
more rigorous scholarly thought, and that there would be unexpected
payoffs within academe if a larger fraction of us honed our aptitudes by
tackling ‘popularization’.71
It is axiomatic that established scholars are able to get away with
popular publication more readily than are junior scholars, yet few scholars
suddenly make that choice as they mature.72 It apparently takes a considerable jolt to jump into activist scholarship at a later stage in a career. It does
occur, though, for example after being personally affected – such as by a
medical tragedy in the family – or through involvement in a social movement that offers an alternative set of ‘peers’ and rewards.
The reward system of the academy, of course, tends to create a
predicament for those interested in activism-scholarship. Most assured of
scholarly prestige and associated reward are those toiling successfully at the
relatively conservative end of the activist spectrum: scholarly books with
relevance to a disciplinary problem, with little normative language and
prescription, and mostly inaccessible to a broader public. An alternative
path to advancement is entrepreneurial success, especially through bringing in large grants, which are likely to reflect areas of high industrial and
national priority (though there obviously are exceptions). One therefore
can predict that those pursuing reconstructivist STS will undergo pressures to migrate toward the range of positions that we describe as ‘subtly’
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or ‘weakly’ normative. Only an altered reward system would allow a more
strongly normative strand of STS to flourish, and we suggest that those
who care about an STS field most capable of serving human needs would
do well to stimulate whatever reconsideration of their department’s (and
field’s) reward systems may be feasible.73

Conclusion
Because there is no uniquely correct position from which to study, advise,
or intervene, reflexivity and other lessons of constructivism remain important for STS work. Activist-oriented researchers need to admit their
own partiality and fallibility, and devise ways of proceeding in a world
more multifaceted than those committed to social causes sometimes have
acknowledged.
Doing better at this can be promoted if STS scholars, of all stripes,
recognize ‘activist-oriented STS’ as a kind of research that is oriented
toward a different audience than either other scholars or policy-makers,
the two classical audiences of STS research. Table 1 spells out differences
between STS oriented to three constituencies: to scholars, to policymakers, and to activists (acknowledging that these categories are not rigid
or mutually exclusive). We suggest that while activist-oriented STS can
take the form of scholarly articles or policy briefs, it is also opening up
emergent types of publication, such as cross-over books (books aimed for
both scholarly readers and a general public) and electronic media
(websites, videos, and so on). To what extent ought the reward system of
the field be altered to count such work as equivalent to scholarship for the
purposes of hiring, promotion, and tenure?74
Like any classification system, this one is intended merely as a heuristic
basis for future discussions and interventions into our own research
practices. Scholar-oriented STS can turn out to be useful to policy-makers
TABLE 1
Features of STS Oriented to Three Types of Constituencies
Scholar-oriented
STS

Policy-makeroriented STS

Activist-oriented
STS

Researcher’s primary
commitment

scholarship

government and
expert-adviser
system

social change,
often at the
grassroots

Key criterion for choice of
topic and method

intellectual
importance

government
officials’
priorities

social and
environmental
problems

Primary audience

scholars

policy-makers

activists, publics

Typical style
Typical communication
channels

academic
scholarly
journals, books,
and conferences

bureaucratic
reports, policy
briefings

accessible
cross-over
books, electronic
media
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or activists or both, as some of our examples have suggested; and some
activist-oriented STS may turn out to be more significant for scholars than
for activists. There are spin-offs and unexpected consequences in different
directions, analogously to the way that artefacts may be shaped by certain
interests but end up primarily serving other ones.75
We have described what seems to us a promising new phase of STS
scholarship. Constructivist insights and concepts have now been thoroughly incorporated into the field, and there has been considerable shrinking of what once seemed a very substantial gap between those doing
‘committed’ scholarship and those doing avowedly ‘neutral’ or relatively
nonpartisan scholarship. To make the most of the new opportunities, we
propose, the field needs more explicit and sustained inquiry of at least four
kinds:
•

•

•

•

General discussion of the range of approaches for incorporating
normative, activist, or reconstructive intentions into one’s own
research;
Inquiry into topics now given inadequate attention, and a more
sustained and professionally sophisticated process for agendasetting;
More active participation in positive efforts to shape technoscientific activities in progressive directions (illustrated here by the
green chemistry, alternative medicine and nonviolent defence
cases); and
Reflexive analysis of conceptual foundations, publication practices, and the reward system of STS, with the goal of making more
room for normative, activist, reconstructive work – whether or not
such work conforms to our particular slant on thoughtful
partisanship.

Most generally, the point of rapprochement between activist-oriented STS
research and the rest of social science is that a wiser technoscience surely
depends in no small part on arranging a conducive political-economic
framework within which technoscientific activity is constrained and
evoked. Not many aspects of social thought fail to bear on that reconstructivist enterprise.
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